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Abstract
This text comprises a numerical study of the mixing performance on the micromixer, a
device which actuates steady streaming by semi-cylindrical sessile bubble oscillations. The
mixer’s capability of producing chaotic mixing is confirmed and a numerical simulation that
is in good agreement with the experiment is developed, which then leads to the exploration
of three mixing schemes.
At the beginning, we introduce the experimental configuration of our micromixer, as
well as the general framework of computing the asymptotic solution which is later used in
numerical simulations. With these fundamentals, we proceed to characterize the efficiency
of our mixer, essentially a Hamiltonian dynamical system, using Poincare´ sections and the
Finite-time Lyapunov exponent. These indicators provide evidence that by properly blinking
between different streaming patterns, chaotic-like mixing can be created inside our mixer.
The observation made from numerical results that the size of the region that is good for
mixing is related to the blinking period is substantiated by a scaling argument.
After showing that the micromixer is beneficial for mixing from the perspective of dynam-
ical system theory, we then focus on real applications by developing passive scalar simulations
that agree with experimental data well. Finally, the establishment of the simulation allows
us to explore the efficiencies of three different schemes and to optimize their designs for
better mixing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Bubbles in microfluidics
Bubbles of micrometer scale are constantly present in microfluidic environments. Although
they might sometimes be unwanted and might even have adverse effects on certain Micro-
Electromechanical-Systems (MEMS) devices [7, 5], with proper controls, microbubbles can
be applied to a variety of applications [8, 9, 10]. A series of novel papers published in the
period of 2003 to 2006 outlined the use of acoustically driven microbubbles to manipulate
surrounding flows [11, 12, 13]. Following this line, subsequent studies have shown that such
microbubbles can be used for particle focusing, sorting [14] and micromixing [1].
There are several advantages of incorporating bubbles into microfluidics. Firstly, due to
their high compressibility relative to liquids, they can serve as strong actuating elements
inside the flow [15]. Performing as agents, microbubbles can efficiently convert acoustic
energy into fluid motions. Secondly, the oscillation amplitude of a bubble can be made
small compared with its radius. This implies the bubble can excite motions and can create
structures with scales smaller than itself, a feature potentially advantageous for manipulating
flows [14]. Thirdly, methods to form bubbles in microfluidics are well documented (see for
example [5, 11, 13]). Both active and passive approaches are capable of introducing bubbles
into the system with minimal modifications to the existing device configurations. This
flexibility is especially beneficial to the MEMS fabrication process, and it makes explorations
of different parametric combinations easier experimentally. Lastly, as will be discussed in the
following section, a theoretical framework of the streaming mechanism (i.e., how oscillating
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microbubbles drive surrounding fluids and produce steady currents) exists [16, 17, 18] and
therefore can be used to derive semi-analytical solutions. The mastery of the flow field allows
one to reveal more physical insights and facilitate numerical simulations of the system.
Caveats of dealing with microbubbles, especially from the experimental side, should also
be mentioned. Stability is always a concern, especially for bubbles significantly smaller than
100 microns [19]. Many controlling techniques have been proposed [5, 20] and have proved
effective under specific circumstances, however no general methods are currently available to
tackle this issue. Caution should also be taken when working with particle-laden flows and
bubbles together, as particles may aggregate near the bubble surface and cause unintentional
outcomes. One way to address the problem is to introduce surfactants into the solvent [5].
1.2 Microbubble streaming
1.2.1 Overview
It has long been known that a fluctuating flow can produce nonzero time-average mean, a
phenomenon known as “steady streaming” [21]. Although mathematically it results from
the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations, physically there are two different kinds of
streaming. On the one hand, the so called “Quartz wind” is caused by the attenuation of
acoustic energy and requires a source of relatively high frequency (in the range of MHz)
[22]. On the other hand, induced by Reynolds stress within a boundary layer, “Rayleigh
streaming” needs lower frequency (in the range of kHz) to produce steady current. The
latter is responsible for most of the streaming phenomena observed in microfluidics, and is
the one discussed in the remainder of this dissertation.
2
1.2.2 Theoretical framework for two-dimensional microbubble
streaming
For incompressible, Newtonian fluids, also assuming the absence of nonconservative body
forces, the corresponding Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are as follows,
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u.∇)~u = −∇P
ρ
+ ν∇2~u, (1.1)
where ~u, P , ρ, ν, respectively, are the velocity vector, pressure, density and kinematic
viscosity of the fluids. As will be seen in the next section, the steady streaming in our
experimental system is in effect planar, therefore only two-dimensional theory is of interest
here. In two-dimensional space, the vector equations (1.1) can be transformed into a scalar
equation for a streamfunction ψ. This formulation is referred to as vorticity equation [17]
and is given below in polar coordinates (r,θ),
∂∇2ψ
∂t
− 1
r
∂(ψ,∇2ψ)
∂(r, θ)
= ν∇4ψ. (1.2)
A dimensionless form is more appropriate for further deriving the asymptotic expressions.
Using representative length a (the bubble radius in the context of bubble streaming), time
scale ω−1 (ω denotes the angular frequency of oscillating source) and speed U , equation (1.2)
can be non-dimensionalized as (the overhead bar represents that the quantities beneath it
are dimensionless),
∂∇2ψ
∂t
− 
r
∂(ψ,∇2ψ)
∂(r, θ)
=
δ2
2
∇4ψ. (1.3)
Two dimensionless parameters  and δ arise from equation (1.3).  = Uω−1/a, is the inverse of
Strouhal number. It characterizes the ratio of maximum bubble oscillating magnitude to the
representative length scale. Meanwhile δ =
√
2ν
ω
/a, is the ratio of thickness of Stokes layer
to the representative length scale of the system. Henceforth, for convenience the overhead
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bar (.) used to represent dimensionless quantities will be removed, and all parameters and
variables remain dimensionless unless otherwise specified.
Before moving on, assumptions on the magnitudes of  and δ should be made in order to
perform asymptotic calculations. Given the experimental setting of our microbubble system
and the fluids we are interested in, as will be shown in the next section, it is reasonable to
assume  1, δ  1 and  δ.
An asymptotic solution can now be constructed by expanding streamfunction ψ in orders
of ,
ψ(r, θ, t; δ, ) = ψ0(r, θ, t; δ) + ψ1(r, θ, t; δ) +O(
2). (1.4)
Substituting equation (1.4) back into equation (1.3) and collecting terms with same orders
of , the first-order equation can be derived,
O(1) :
∂∇2ψ0
∂t
=
δ2
2
∇4ψ0. (1.5)
Equation (1.5) is a homogeneous unsteady biharmonic equation and with proper boundary
conditions, can be solved by Fourier transformation [23]. Solutions to this linear partial
differential equation (PDE) have the same time dependence as the boundary conditions,
therefore for flows driven by a single ultrasound source with constant frequency, the resultant
first-order motion will be strictly periodic (therefore no mean flows can be expected from
ψ0). Hence to have clues about steady streaming, one needs to look at the second-order
equation, which can be derived given that  δ (such that the streaming Reynolds number
[16] 2/δ2 is much smaller than 1),
O() :
∂∇2ψ1
∂t
− 1
r
∂(ψ0,∇2ψ0)
∂(r, θ)
=
δ2
2
∇4ψ1. (1.6)
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Equation (1.6) is a non-homogeneous unsteady biharmonic PDE, as can be seen by reordering
it to the following,
∂∇2ψ1
∂t
− δ
2
2
∇4ψ1 = 1
r
∂(ψ0,∇2ψ0)
∂(r, θ)
.
The driving term ∂(ψ0,∇
2ψ0)
∂(r,θ)
/r would vanish if the vorticity field related to ψ0 is uniform, since
the vorticity vector for a two-dimensional flow can be expressed by (0, 0,−∇2ψ). Under the
assumption that δ  1, strong shear is confined inside a thin boundary layer, so the steady
streaming studied here is mainly driven by motions inside this shear layer (and that’s why
it falls into the category of “Rayleigh streaming”).
It is not necessary to tackle the full equation (1.6) since only the mean flow is of interest
here. Taking a time average (〈.〉 = 1
T
∫ T
0
(.)dt, with T the period of driving source) on both
sides, equation (1.6) becomes
∇4 〈ψ1〉 = ∇4ψs = − 2
δ2
〈
1
r
∂(ψ0,∇2ψ0)
∂(r, θ)
〉
. (1.7)
ψ0 can be computed from equation (1.5), and by plugging it into equation (1.7), we can
get the governing equation of ψs. With proper boundary conditions, this non-homogeneous
biharmonic equation can be solved asymptotically [23].
All the aforementioned theories are on solving for second-order Eulerian streaming (ψs).
The word “Eulerian” means the time average is done on the same spatial point for a given
period T . However, the steady streaming we observe in experiment is actually the mean
motion of a tracer particle instead of a spatially fixed reference point over time T , and is
usually referred to as Lagrangian streaming (ψl). To get Lagrangian streaming, we need to
calculate the Stokes drift (ψd) [24, 22, 17], and add it to Eulerian streaming,
ψl = ψs + ψd. (1.8)
Mathematically speaking, the Stokes drift is a second order correction to compensate for
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the difference between Lagrangian streaming and Eulerian streaming caused by the change
of position of the particle being tracked. Initially, a fluid particle coincides with the spatial
reference point (~x0) chosen by an observer, so Lagrangian and Eulerian velocity are the
same at this moment (~ul(~x0, t0) = ~us(~x0, t0) = ~u(~x0, t0)). After a short time interval ∆t, the
particle moves to a new position and its velocity becomes ~ul = ~u(~x0 + ∆~x, t0 + ∆t) while the
velocity at spatial point ~x0 is ~us = ~u(~x0, t0 + ∆t). Using Taylor expansion on ~ul and ∆~x,
~ul(~x0, t0 + ∆t) = ~u(~x0 + ∆~x, t0 + ∆t) = ~u(~x0, t0 + ∆t) + ∆~x · ∇~u(~x0, t0 + ∆t) + o(∆~x),
and
∆~x =
∫ t0+∆t
t0
~u(~x0, s)ds+O(),
we can now construct the relationship between Lagrangian and Eulerian velocities by ignor-
ing terms of O(2) and higher,
〈~ul〉 = 〈~us〉︸︷︷︸
Eulerian streaming
+
〈∫
~usdt · ∇~us
〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stokes drift
(1.9)
An alternative way to express the streamfunction of Stokes drift using the first-order stream-
function ψ0 is [23],
ψd =
1
r
〈
−i∂ψ0
∂θ
∂ψ0
∂r
〉
. (1.10)
It can be interpreted from equation (1.10) that Stokes drift comes from the non-uniformity
of the velocity field, and can persist even outside the boundary layer.
Now the theoretical framework of computing steady streaming that can be directly com-
pared with experiments is complete. After computing steady Eulerian streaming (ψs) from
equations (1.5), (1.6) and with proper boundary conditions, Stokes drift (ψd) can subse-
quently be obtained from equation (1.10). Finally, equation (1.8) indicates by adding the
two together, we can get the second-order Lagrangian streaming (ψl).
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1.3 Microbubble mixer: an application of
microbubble streaming
(a) perspective view
(b) side view
Figure 1.1: Schematic of microbubble mixer (not to scale).
The microfluidic device shown in figure 1.1 has found various applications in particle
sorting, focusing and mixing by using microbubble streaming [14, 15, 1]. As the main focus
of this thesis is on mixing, this device will be referred to as microbubble mixer throughout
the text. For the device setup, a piezo transducer is attached to the glass backing of a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) channel to pass an ultrasound signal to the flow. A sessile
semicylindrical microbubble with radius approximately 40µm will form at a blind side chan-
nel manufactured at a wall of the main channel. The frequency of the ultrasound source
ranges from 1 to 100kHz, and therefore has wavelengths much larger than the bubble dimen-
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sion. Figure 1.2 shows experimental images of several streaming patterns under different
driving frequencies. Note how the patterns vary with ω. Under lower frequency, the stream-
Figure 1.2: Streaming patterns of different ultrasound frequencies: (a) 14.4kHz, (b) 30.9kHz,
(c) 48.4kHz and (d) 93.4kHz. This figure is reproduced from reference [1].
ing shows a “fountain” pattern (flow is drawn in near the wall and goes out at the pole
position), and when the frequency keeps increasing, an opposite-orienation “anti-fountain”
loop emerges and gradually becomes dominant. Moreover, within this frequency range, the
steady motion excited inside the mixer can be viewed as two-dimensional, a feature mainly
resulting from the geometry of the semi-cylindrical bubble [1]. The assumptions on  and
δ stated in section 1.2 can also be confirmed, with  ∼ O(10−2) and δ ∼ O(10−1) for fluids
with moderate viscosity (like water).
Following the framework outlined in section 1.2.2, an asymptotic solution has already
been found for the microbubble system described above [18], and is given here for complete-
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ness.
ψl =
∞∑
k=1
ek
r2k−1
{cos(2k − 1)θ − cos(2k + 1)θ}
+
∞∑
k=1
fk
r2k
{
1
2k
sin 2kθ − 1
2(k + 1)
sin 2(k + 1)θ
}
+ ψ˜l,
(1.11)
where term ψ˜l is expressed as follows,
ψ˜l =
∞∑
m≥n
∞∑
n=0
3aman
4r2(m+n+1)
{
cosφm,n
1 + δmn
+
(m− n) sinφm,n
m+ n+ 1
}
sin 2(m+ n+ 1)θ
+
∞∑
m≥n
∞∑
n=0
aman
{
1
2r2(m+n+1)
+ 2iδ2(2m+ 1)(2n+ 1)e(−1+i)
r−1
δ
}
sinφm,n sin 2(m− n)θ.
(1.12)
Here am is the normalized bubble oscillation amplitude (am = am/a0, with a0 the magni-
tude of volume mode) and φm,n = φm − φn is the phase difference between any oscillation
modes m and n. They can either be extracted experimentally from the bubble shape [15]
or analytically computed by studying the frequency response of the bubble [1]. Meanwhile,
the coefficients ek and fk in equation (1.11) are analytically given in equation (1.13) below,
fk =
1
4
((k + 1)hk − khk+1 − 1
2
((k + 1)(k − 1)gk − k(k + 2)gk+1, (1.13)
ek =
4
pi
k∑
j=1
∞∑
i=1
fi − fi−1 − gi
(2i+ 2j − 1)(2j − 2i− 1) , (1.14)
with gk and hk defined as
gk ≡ − 2
pi
∫
1
r
∂ψ˜l
∂θ
cos 2kθdθ on r = 1, (1.15)
hk ≡ − 2
pi
∫
(
∂2ψ˜l
∂r2
− 1
r
∂ψ˜l
∂r
) sin 2kθdθ on r = 1. (1.16)
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Using the analytical expression, the dynamics inside this bubble mixer as well as its mixing
efficiency will be explored in subsequent chapters.
1.4 Organization of the thesis
This thesis covers a numerical study of the microbubble mixer introduced above. Chapter
1 gives relevant backgrounds on streaming theory and illustrates the experimental setup of
the mixer. In chapter 2, after an introduction on mixing on the microscale, we will use IC-
independent measurements, including Poincare´ section and Finite-time Lyapunov Exponent
to identify chaotic regions inside the mixer. Chapter 3 aims at running passive scalar sim-
ulations to quantify mixing efficiency of specific inputs (IC-dependent measurement), and
compare with experiments for validity. The numerical simulation will also be used to study
several mixing schemes in the same chapter. In chapter 4, we will conclude the main results
of this thesis and discuss possible future directions of the current research.
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Chapter 2
Characterization of chaotic mixing in
microbubble mixer
2.1 Mixing on the microscale
Advection and diffusion are the two mechanisms that make mixing possible. Advection,
which some researchers refer to as “stirring”, depends on the flow field to stretch and fold
the interface, and to create finer striation structures [3]. The Reynolds number (Re) can be
used to characterize the strength of advection. Diffusion on the other hand, does not rely
on fluid movement and is the outcome of Brownian motion [25]. Macroscopically diffusion
takes place along the concentration gradient and blurs the interface between mixing fluids.
Its magnitude compared with advection is quantified by the Peclet number (Pe), which is
defined in our microbubble mixer by
Pe =
aU
D
,
with a the bubble radius, U the representative speed of the streaming flow and D the Stokes-
Einstein diffusivity of the mixing fluid.
Mixing on the microscale is difficult in general. Due to the small length scale (≤ 100µm),
fluid flows inside microfluidic devices are usually Stokes flows (low Re flows) and thus have
advective fields that cannot make use of turbulent flows for mixing. However, diffusion is
even weaker compared with advection (Pe ≥ 106) for most microfluidic flows with common
mixing fluids. Relying on only diffusion to mix two liquids, one with no solute and the
other with particles which have diffusivities ranging from 10−9m2/s (gas or other small
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molecules) to 10−12m2/s (nano particles as used in our mixing experiments), for instance,
across a length scale L = 100µm, requires a mixing time (td ∼ L2/D) that ranges between
10− 10000s. Such time frames would be considered unacceptable, especially for cases with
nonzero throughput.
It is thus obvious that on the microscale, mixing cannot solely depend on diffusion. The
right strategy as a result, is to boost the advection so as to effectively create thin striation
thicknesses and to finally reach length scales small enough for diffusion to become dominant.
The remaining content of this thesis will therefore focus on characterizing and improving
the advection inside our microbubble mixer.
2.2 Quantifying mixing efficiency of microbubble
mixer using IC-independent indicators
2.2.1 Overview
There are two categories for techniques developed to measure the performance of a mixer.
The first one, which is independent of the fluids to be mixed as well as the corresponding
initial conditions, is called IC-independent measurements. The second kind, being referred
to as IC-dependent measurements, instead focuses on analyzing mixing performance of a
mixer for specific inputs. The current chapter will characterize our microbubble mixer using
IC-independent measurements and we will discuss the latter in chapter 3.
The essence of IC-independent measurements is to treat the flow field of the mixer as a
dynamical system and to evaluate its intrinsic properties regardless of the initial conditions.
More specifically, as stated in section 1.3, the velocity field created by our mixing device can
be regarded as two-dimensional, and since two-dimensional imcompressible flow is a Hamil-
tonian system, we can therefore resort to techniques available for analyzing such systems
[3, 2], to see if the velocity field is beneficial for mixing in general.
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2.2.2 Chaotic advection inside microbubble mixer
The main objective of using IC-independent indicators is to identify and optimize the
“chaotic advection” inside the mixer. “Chaotic advection” is a concept first proposed by
Aref [2] and has been accepted as strong evidence of effective mixing. The word “chaotic”
here means the outcome of the flow is highly sensitive to even slight changes in initial con-
figurations, or more accurately, at least one of the Lyapunov exponents of the flow’s velocity
field is positive [3]. Although for most systems Lyapunov exponents cannot be analytically
expressed (and as a result we cannot prove rigorously our system is chaotic, rather we will
henceforth use the word chaotic-like when referring to our mixing system), a numerical al-
ternative, as will be introduced in the following subsection, does exist to let us measure
quantitatively how chaotic the system is. For now we will first discuss how to generate
chaotic-like advection by utilizing our microbubble mixer.
A canonical form of chaotic advection introduced by Aref is called “blinking vortex flow”
and is depicted in figure 2.1. The resultant flow field, generated by a pair of point vortices
Figure 2.1: Schematic of canonical blinking vortex flow, reproduced from Aref’s original
paper [2].
that switch on and off alternatively in a periodic fashion, can be shown to produce chaotic
advection by both numerical investigation [26] as well as analytical analysis using the Linked
twist map (LTM) prototype [27]. The core of this pioneering work, which is the creation
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of chaotic mixing by exploiting the concept of “streamline crossing”(i.e., switching between
different flow fields that have streamlines intersecting with each other) has thenceforth been
applied to various mixing applications [28, 29] for its ease of analysis and experimental im-
plementation. Our microbubble mixer is capable of producing distinctive streaming patterns
under changing driving frequencies, as has been shown in figure 1.2. It is therefore natural
to try to vary between two driving frequencies periodically in the hope of devising chaotic
mixing inside the microbubble mixer. We choose one frequency within the “fountain loop”
range, and the other inside the “anti-fountain loop” spectrum to create better streamline
intersections. Figure 2.2(a) displays the intersecting analytical streamlines produced by the
overlapping of two different streaming patterns (driven by 27kHz and 96kHz, respectively),
and figure 2.2(b) shows the averaged streamlines of the two driving frequencies. A particle
that does not move very far during a period of switching will approximately travel along the
averaged streamlines, and therefore crossing such streamlines can be regarded as a sign of
effective switching, as will be detailed later in this chapter.
Figure 2.2: Analytical streamlines of bubble steady streaming: (a) intersecting streamlines
produced by two driving frequencies (27kHz and 96kHz); (b) averaged streamlines.
Having come up with the scheme, the next task is to quantify how effective (or say how
“chaotic”) the blinking scheme is for mixing. Although we already have the asymptotic
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solutions of the streaming flow fields, given their complexity, it is not analytically possible
to have closed-form expressions for the Lyapunov exponents. This is understandable as a
system (integrable) of which analytical expressions of Lyapunov exponents exist is usually
not effective for mixing fluids. The proper way is thus to explore our Hamiltonian system nu-
merically, to compute Poincare´ sections and Finite-time Lyapunov exponents of the blinking
bubble streaming flow.
2.2.3 Computation of IC-independent indicators
The starting point of all the computations in the current subsection is the differential equa-
tion for the positional vector ~x,
d~x
dt
= ~u(~x, t), ~x(t0) = ~x0, (2.1)
where the velocity vector ~u represents the blinking streaming flow field (switching between
low and high driving frequencies), with a period of τB (a dimensionless time normalized by
the representative time scale of steady streaming, (2ω)−1),
~u(~x, t) =

~ulow(~x), nτB ≤ t < nτB + τB2
~uhigh(~x), nτB +
τB
2
≤ t < (n+ 1)τB
, n = 0, 1, 2, .... (2.2)
Poincare´ section
The Poincare´ section is a well-established method to reduce the complexity and to gain
insight into a dynamical system [3]. As illustrated in figure 2.3, in the context of mixing,
the Poincare´ section displays particle positions at discrete times T , 2T , 3T ,..., etc., just like
taking stroboscopic pictures. Poincare´ section is useful for analyzing the blinking flow field
of equation (2.2) as our system is both Hamiltonian and time periodic (~u(~x, t) = ~u(~x, t+T )).
A natural choice is to set the period of Poincare´ section T equal to the blinking period τB,
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of Poincare´ section [3].
since that gives us an idea of the fluid motion after one complete blinking.
A representative Poincare´ section can only be produced by proper combination of initial
conditions. Hence we should first explore behaviours of particles starting from different initial
positions. The particle tracking is done by numerical integration (fourth-order Runge-Kutta
scheme is adopted here) of equation (2.1). Figures 2.4 and 2.5 display five typical patterns
of Poincare´ section of a single particle, which is generated by running 100 blinking cycles
between frequencies 27kHz and 96kHz, and with dimensionless period τB = 24. It should
also be noted that these patterns are representative for a wide range of values of τB. Every
subfigure in figures 2.4 and 2.5 contains two plots: the left plot shows the Poincare´ section
of a given particle, with the blue dot and red dot mark the initial and final positions of
the particle respectively, and the right one gives its corresponding radial positions. Take
subfigure 2.4(a) for instance, on the left it shows a particle which starts fairly close to the
bubble surface (represented by the circular curve), undergoes highly fluctuating movement
for some time (as can be seen from the rapid fluctuations in the radial plot on the right),
and then displays relatively regular motion when it moves away from the bubble. Although
the five subfigures all have distinctive patterns, one common feature shared by them is the
existence of irregular movement at some point during the 100 cycles. This suggests that the
blinking system produced by the bubble streaming is indeed capable of creating chaotic-like
mixing within certain areas of the mixer.
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Figure 2.4: Typical patterns of Poincare´ section in microbubble mixer.
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Figure 2.5: Typical patterns of Poincare´ section in microbubble mixer.
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The remaining question is the characterization of regions that are beneficial to mixing.
And the solution to it is given by putting all the typical particle movements showcased in
figures 2.4 and 2.5 together, which then creates a representative Poincare´ section of the
system. Figure 2.6 shows the resultant Poincare´ sections corresponding to three values
of switching period τB. The superimposed red lines represent the averaged streamlines
previously displayed in figure 2.2(b), and they are used here to discern the chaotic region of
the mixer. Take τB = 12 as an example, subfigure 2.6(a) displays the Poincare´ section as
well as the averaged streamlines, it can be seen that within a certain region particles seem
to spread more irregularly, instead of positioning closely along the streamlines. Subfigure
2.6(a) shows the irregular movement more clearly, as we can see inside this region, the
trajectories cross the streamlines and display complex patterns, a visible sign of chaotic
advection. Another interesting observation is that the size of the region which displays
irregular movement changes with the blinking period τB.
We use the Poincare´ section here to visualize regions that are favorable for mixing
inside our flow field pattern. By inspection, these regions indeed exist in our blinking
mixing system and their areas, in spite of having θ-dependence, seem to vary with the
blinking period τB. More quantitative results, however, are needed to further characterize
such regions, and that’s why we now turn our attention to the computation of Finite-time
Lyapunov exponents.
Finite-time Lyapunov exponent
Although the Poincare´ sections given above have shown visually that our microbubble mixer
is capable of creating chaotic advection in a certain region whose area varies with τB, more
quantitative computations are required to verify this preliminary observation. Recalling
the definition of “chaotic”, a formal proof would be to calculate Lyapunov exponents and
to show at least one of them is positive. This task cannot be completed for our blinking
flow whereas a numerical alternative to the Lyapunov exponent, the so-called Finite-time
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(a) τB = 12 (b) τB = 12 (connected)
(c) τB = 24 (d) τB = 24 (connected)
(e) τB = 50 (f) τB = 50 (connected)
Figure 2.6: Poincare´ sections correspond to three different values of τB. The red lines
represent the averaged streamlines of the two blinking streaming patterns.
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Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) can be a good indicator to give us more quantitative information
of the mixing efficiency as well as the chaotic region of the flow.
The Finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) can be understood as the finite time average
of the distance between a pair of particles advected in the flow [3, 4]. Its definition is as
follows,
σTtott0 (~x0) =
1
Ttot
ln
√
λmax(C), (2.3)
here ~x0 is the particle position at time t0, λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the right Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor C, which is defined as (using index notation, with x0 and x
representing the initial and the current positions respectively)
Cij =
∂xk
∂x0i
∂xk
∂x0j
, (2.4)
and Ttot is the total duration of observation. FTLE reflects the separation of two particles
which initially sit close to each other, and therefore larger FTLE values indicate better mix-
ing efficiency as stronger stretching and folding happen inside the mixer.
For the computation of FTLE, its numerical expense comes from calculating the right
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. In principle, to obtain FTLE of point x0, we only need
to track two neighbouring particles (x0 and x0 + ∆x). However, such scheme may produce
an inaccurate deformation tensor and it is advisable to track more nearby particles simulta-
neously. To get accurate results under reasonable speed, we adopt the auxiliary grid scheme
[4]. As illustrated in figure 2.7, the computation of FTLE at point ~xj involves the tracking
of its four neighbouring particles ~xlj, ~x
r
j , ~x
d
j and ~x
u
j . The right Cauchy-Green tensor can
be numerically computed from the distances |~xlj − ~xrj | and |~xdj − ~xuj |, since the two vectors
(~xlj − ~xrj and ~xdj − ~xuj ) are orthogonal to each other initially. Following equation (2.4), the
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finite difference version of the Cauchy-Green tensor is,
C ≈
 (~xlj−~xrj ),12δx (~xdj−~xuj ),12δy
(~xlj−~xrj ),2
2δx
(~xdj−~xuj ),2
2δy

T  (~xlj−~xrj ),12δx (~xdj−~xuj ),12δy
(~xlj−~xrj ),2
2δx
(~xdj−~xuj ),2
2δy
 , (2.5)
where the notation (),1 represents the x-component of the vector, likewise (),2 stands for the
y-component. Also δx = |~xlj − ~xrj |/2 and δy = |~xdj − ~xuj |/2. After forming the Cauchy-Green
tensor, the corresponding eigenvalues can be calculated and the larger one would then be
used to get the FTLE from equation (2.3).
Figure 2.8 shows the FTLE plots for points in the plane with radius r < 6 after 10
Figure 2.7: Auxiliary grid for computing FTLE, as proposed in reference [4].
blinking cycles for three cases τB = 12, τB = 24 and τB = 50. These plots confirm the
observation made previously from the Poincare´ section of the existence of regions that are
beneficial to mixing in our microbubble mixer, with a firmer quantitative basis in the sense
that the FTLE plot also gives information about the size and shape of the region. We can
observe that for every subfigure of figure 2.8, there is a corresponding FTLE value (hereafter
referred to as cut-off FTLE value) which separates the small and large scale structures of
the FTLE contour. To quantitatively determine the cut-off FTLE value of a given switching
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(a) τB = 12
(b) τB = 24
(c) τB = 50
Figure 2.8: FTLE plots after 10 blinking cycles.
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period τB, we first plot the contour lines of corresponding FTLE values. The lengths (or say
perimeters) of the contour lines can be a good indication of the scales of their structures,
given that their covered areas are roughly the same (in which case the larger the perimeters,
the smaller the structures are). Take τB = 12 as an example, we first observe from the plots
that for FTLE values from 0.02 to 0.04, the areas enclosed by the contour lines do not change
much, a fact that allows us to plot the contour perimeter (computed from counting the pixels
of the contour line) against the FTLE value within this range, so as to have a quantitative
measurement of the scales of the structure. Figure 2.9 shows that for τB = 12, the slope
of this curve increases most around FTLE= 0.031, a value which marks the transition from
large to small scales, and we regard it as the cut-off FTLE value. We can do the same
Figure 2.9: The perimeter of the contour line (measured by the pixel count) against the
FTLE value, the slope increases most at FTLE= 0.031. The black lines are the linear fits
of data points around FTLE=0.031.
thing for the other two switching periods and the cut-off values computed are approximately
0.031 for τB = 12, 0.016 for τB = 24 and 0.008 for τB = 50. Another observation is that
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these values seem to be proportional to the inverse of τB (with the constant of proportionality
2.76±0.12), for the three cases tested. Recall that the FTLE is the average growing exponent
of the distance between two particles (characterized by the largest eigenvalue of the Cauchy-
Green tensor C), therefore the proportionality indicates that these cut-off values, although
different for each τB, all represent a similar degree of stretching (λmax(C) (cf. (2.3))) of the
flow. Hence the cut-off contour can be used to distinguish between chaotic-like and regular
regions. From the figure, we can again see that the size of the chaotic-like regions would
increase with a larger blinking period, at least for the three cases computed above.
Discussion of the chaotic-like region
In this chapter, the existence of a chaotic-like region inside our blinking microbubble mixer
is first visually detected by Poincare´ section and subsequently quantitatively verified by
Finite-time Lyapunov exponent. One interesting observation made from these three testing
cases is that the size of the region seems to be related to the blinking period τB. So can we
find an explanation to this observation?
An attempt is made using the scaling argument. We first express all quantities in di-
mensional forms. The magnitude of streaming velocity near the bubble boundary r = a, as
followed by the definition of , is
u(r = a) = βU = β2aω,
β varies depending on the driving frequency, but is typically β ≈ 2 as derived from the
streaming theory [18] and U the representative speed. Given the fact that our asymptotic
streaming velocity decays as r−2 in the far-field [18], the magnitude of velocity can then be
written as
u(r) ∼ a
2
r2
βU.
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In order to have effective mixing, the distance traveled by particles in half a blinking period
τB/2 should be comparable with the characteristic length scale a of flow gradients (otherwise
the disturbance introduced by the blinking would not be large enough to keep the particle
from traveling along the averaged streamlines, as for example can be seen in figure 2.4(b), in
which the particle goes out from the chaotic region and follows a seemingly steady pattern
in later stages). Therefore one criterion for having chaotic mixing is to have
uτB
2a
∼ 1. (2.6)
The dimensionless form of equation (2.6), transformed by introducing nondimensional vari-
ables r = r/a and τB = τB/T (here T = (
2ω)−1 is the representative time unit of the
streaming flow), is then (after also dropping the overhead bar)
r ∼
√
βUTτB
2a
=
√
βτB
2
, (2.7)
where the last step uses the definition a = UT . The radial stretch computed from this
criterion, assuming that β ≈ 2, is then √12 ≈ 3.46 for τB = 12,
√
12 ≈ 4.90 for τB = 24
and 7.07 for τB = 50. The way to extract the largest radial stretch from the FTLE contour
plot is to numerically search along the corresponding cut-off contour line to find out the
point which has the maximum distance to the origin. The radial stretch values from the
FTLE plots are 3.85 for τB = 12, 5.35 for τB = 25 and roughly 7.6 for τB = 50 (the last
one is only an estimate). These values are quite close to the observations made from the
FTLE plots, with deviations that might be caused by the approximation of the multiplier
β. Although this scaling argument fits the numerical results for the three τB values tested,
it should become invalid when τB becomes large enough, since the estimation of distance
traveled applied here is only a first-order approximation, one that will become more and
more inaccurate for larger values of blinking period τB. Also, this scaling argument does not
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take into account the θ-dependence of the flow field (i.e., the multiplier should actually be
a function of θ), and therefore it is only suitable for estimating the largest radial stretch of
the chaotic-like region. The estimation most notably fails around θ = 0, where the particles
move slowly due to the wall boundary, as well as θ = pi/2, in which region the strength of
“anti-fountain loop”(the flow pattern displayed in figure 1.2(d)) is weak and thus cannot
produce sufficient deviations to the particle trajectories.
2.3 Summary of current chapter
In this chapter, we used IC-independent measurements to study if our flow field, a Hamil-
tonian dynamical system produced by blinking between two different driving frequencies
periodically, is capable of creating effective mixing. The driving frequencies are selected
such that the streaming patterns switch between “fountain loop” and “anti-fountain loop”
to create effective streamline crossing. It has been shown first by Poincare´ section that this
blinking scheme can indeed create chaotic-like mixing inside a certain region of the mixer, a
visual impression later verified quantitatively by the computation of Finite-time Lyapunov
exponent. Moreover, the observation that the largest radial stretch of the chaotic region is
related to the blinking period has been supported by a scaling argument, one that matches
with the numerical results for the three testing cases.
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Chapter 3
Exploration of mixing schemes using
microbubble mixer
3.1 Passive scalar simulation
3.1.1 Overview
The aformentioned IC-independent indicators have the advantages of identifying regions in-
side the mixer that are beneficial to mixing in general terms, but for real-world application,
it is also important to quantify and improve the mixing performance for specific inputs,
and this is why we should discuss IC-dependent measurements to complete the study of our
microbubble mixer.
IC-dependent measurements include both experiments and numerical simulations. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows a mixing experiment with an initial two-banded input, using our microbubble
mixer. Although it might be the most intuitive and direct way of quantifying mixing ef-
ficiency for a given input, running experiments is usually expensive and time-consuming.
Therefore it is tempting to develop numerical simulations that can reproduce experiments
within an acceptable accuracy. For the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss the idea
of passive scalar simulation, its numerical implementation, its results compared with exper-
iments, and finally its application on several mixing schemes.
The concept of passive scalar simulation is straightforward: to treat the input of the
mixer (or say, initial configuration) as an ensemble of passive markers which only move in
accordance with the flow’s velocity field. This method is especially suitable for flow systems
that are dominated by advection, such as our case (for a discussion of the magnitude differ-
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(a) initial binary input (b) after 25ms
(c) after 50ms (d) after 75ms
Figure 3.1: Mixing experiment using bubble streaming only, all images listed here come from
Cheng Wang’s experimental work [5].
ence between advection and diffusion of our microbubble mixer, please refer to section 2.1),
in ignorance of any chemical reactions or particle interferences.
3.1.2 Numerical implementation
While details of numerical schemes will be given for each of the individual mixing schemes
discussed later, a general account of implementing passive scalar simulation is given within
this subsection for further reference.
Initial condition
The initial condition of the passive scalar simulation is chosen to be binary, i.e., a combination
of particles identified by either 0 (black) or 1 (white), as illustrated in figure 3.2. This binary
input is a numerical counterpart of the experimental initial condition (shown in figure 3.1(a)),
which is implemented by inserting fluorescent nano-particles to light up parts (the white
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Figure 3.2: Different binary inputs for passive scalar simulation.
region) of the fluid. These nano-particles can be regarded as passive markers of the flow due
to their small size [5]. Given its Lagrangian nature, passive scalar simulation does not care
about the discontinuity at the black-and-white interface, as the tracking of particles does
not involve computing concentration gradients. All the particles are initially evenly-spaced,
except where the bubble is located, with a spacing of at most 5% of the static bubble radius
throughout the domain.
Particle tracking
The core of the passive scalar simulation is tracking particles numerically. We adopt a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta solver to compute positions of particles, but unlike what has
been discussed in chapter 2, we do not directly use the asymptotic half-space expression,
but instead apply the method of images to obtain a flow field restricted by an upper wall
boundary, and thus a solution that resembles the real experimental setting (please refer to
section 1.3). The asymptotic flow solution given in chapter 1 is used as an image to construct
a flow field that satisfied the no-penetration condition at the top wall. However, the resultant
flow field would then violate the no-penetration boundary at the bottom wall, therefore we
should keep putting new images into the system to make sure the no-penetration boundary
violation happens far away from the region of interest. Five iterations of images are used in
our simulation to produce a sufficiently accurate solution. The time step is chosen to be less
than 10% of the representative time scale (2ω
−1
) of the steady streaming.
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Boundary conditions
The ideal boundary condition is no-stress for the bubble surface and no-slip for walls. How-
ever, due to the discrete time step of the numerical integration, special treatments are
required to keep the prescribed boundary conditions. For the bubble boundary, particles
that are detected to be entering the bubble domain are repositioned back to the surface of
it, while keeping the angular position to be the same as that of the previous time step, as
illustrated in figure 3.3. For the wall, a particle would be forced to leave the simulation (i.e.,
Figure 3.3: Illustration of repositioning particles that violate the no-penetration boundary
condition of the bubble.
no more tracking) once it is detected to penetrate the boundary. This method of preserving
the boundary conditions requires only to reset the particle positions, instead of the velocity
field.
Diffusion
A passive scalar simulation only considers convection, but several methods have been intro-
duced to add diffusion into the simulation [30, 31]. We adopt the random walk method and
regard diffusion in our system to be homogeneous (i.e., diffusion happens without directional
bias). This assumption is not valid in general due to the existence of boundaries and should
be further refined in the future. However, since our system is dominated by convection due
to its large Peclet number (as discussed in chapter 2), numerical implementation of diffu-
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sion has only a small influence on the accuracy of simulations at the early stage, when the
dominant striation thickness is still much larger than the diffusion length scale.
Reconstruction of the concentration field
We assign individual values, either 0 (black) or 1 (white) to every particle being tracked.
These values remain unchanged throughout the simulaion and are used to reconstruct the
concentration field to compare with experimental images. We use a triangular linear in-
terpolation scheme to obtain concentration values for regions that are not occupied by the
particles [32]. As a result, we need to have a sufficient number of particles inside the com-
puting domain to keep sufficient resolution for the interpolation.
Extra blur caused by velocity variations along the channel depth and optical
effects
When comparing numerical results with experiments, one issue is the nonuniform velocity
profile along the depth of the mixer. While the two-dimensional simulation only reflects
mixing that happens on a horizontal slice, the experimental images actually result from the
average of mixing across the entire depth of the mixer. The presence of top and bottom walls
of the mixer makes the velocity field not only a function of horizontal coordinates (x, y), but
also of the vertical coordinate (z). This boundary effect can be tackled by adding numerical
results computed at different times together. The reasoning behind this method is that for
a horizontal layer, the closer it is to the wall, the smaller its velocity magnitude is (becomes
stationary when it is at the wall boundary), therefore we can use a multiplier to scale the
velocity field depending on its closeness to the wall. Alternatively, mixing with a smaller
velocity magnitude is the same as mixing with a larger time scale, hence we can simply
average out mixing images at different times to reproduce the nonuniformity numerically.
We use 40 slices along the depth of the mixer to reflect this effect accurately. Figure 3.4
shows the normalized  at various heights, a value computed by scaling the real experimental
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data  with the value at mid-plane mid ( = /mid) [5]. We take this figure to determine
Figure 3.4: Normalized values of  at different heights, this figure is reproduced from reference
[5].
the time scales at the 40 different slices along the depth of the channel, using piecewise lin-
ear interpolation to determine the value of  between neighboring experimentally-measured
numbers.
Effects caused by the optics (in our case the microscope used to take mixing pictures in
the experiment) should also be added to the numerical results for the sake of direct compar-
ison. This optical effect is described by the Point-spread functions (PSF) [33]. It essentially
gives the Green’s function of a point source observed and can then be used for convolution
with the images seen under the microscope. We use two ImageJ plugins to realize this optical
effect. First is the PSF Generator [34], which is for the generation of the spread function for
our specific microscopic system. This generator deploys the Richards and Wolf’s algorithm
[35, 36] and takes parameters of the microscope (numerical aperture, wavelength, lateral
resolution and axial resolution) as well as the refractive index of the microchannel as in-
puts to compute the PSF at different heights (the number of PSF generated is the same as
the numer of image slices selected). The DeconvolutionLab plugin [37], which contains the
FFTW algorithm [38], is then used to convolute the function with the 40 numerical mixing
images computed from the simulation.
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Figure 3.5 displays, on the left, an original numerical image, and on the right, the subfig-
ure shows the image with added boundary layer and optical effects. These additional effects
cause extra blur to the image, as can also be observed in the experiment (see for example,
figure 1.2).
(a) original image (b) added effects
(c) experimental image
Figure 3.5: Additional boundary layer and optical effects.
3.2 Simulations of different mixing schemes
3.2.1 Mixing by bubble streaming only
The first scheme is to use solely the steady bubble streaming flow to mix the binary input.
To later compare with experimental results, we set the initial condition to be the banded
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black-white configuration, a numerical reproduction of figure 3.1(a).
We need to specify the quantification of mixing before any meaningful comparisons be-
tween simulation and experiment can take place. The measure applied here is referred to
as mix-norm (Φ2), a multi-scale quantity that characterizes the striation structure of the
zero-mean concentration field c− c [39, 32]. Its definition is given as follows,
Φ2(c− c) =
∑
k
(1 + 4pi2k2)−
1
2 |ck|2, (3.1)
where ck denote the Fourier coefficients of the zero-mean concentration field c− c,
c− c =
∑
k
cke
i2pi(k·x).
From equation (3.1), we can see that the weighting factor (1 + 4pi2k2)−
1
2 penalizes smaller
wavenumber magnitude k, hence the decrease of the mix-norm represents the creation of
smaller striation thickness of the system and thus better mixing. As mentioned in section
2.1, mixing on the microscale is usually dominated by advection until the striation thickness
becomes small enough for diffusion, therefore the mix-norm is a good measure to character-
ize the effectiveness of advection for reducing the system’s length scale.
For comparing with the simulation, we need to adjust the gray-scale images of the ex-
periment. In simulation we use binary inputs (0 and 1) to represent the concentration field,
and therefore we have to rescale the experimental images to make the maximum intensity
to be 1 and the minimum to be 0. We also define a normalized mix-norm (φ2(c− c)),
φ2(c− c) = Φ
2(c− c)
0.067
,
such that φ2(c − c) = 1 for a half-black-half-white concentration field. The denominator
0.067 is the corresponding value of Φ2(c− c) for this configuration.
Figure 3.6 presents a numerical simulation of bubble streaming mixing generated by a
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driving frequency of 27kHz, the numerical counterpart of that displayed in figure 3.1. To
(a) initial input (b) after 25ms
(c) after 50ms (d) after 75ms
Figure 3.6: Numerical simulation of mixing using bubble streaming only (the yellow rectangle
highlights the region used for computing the mix-norm.)
quantify the mixing efficiency as well as to verify the correctness of our numerical method,
we calculate the normalized mix-norms of both experiment and simulation in corresponding
fields of interest (the 6a by 5a rectangular region above the bubble as illustrated in figure
3.6(a)), the result is displayed in figure 3.7. From this semi-log plot, we can see the ex-
periment and simulation agree with each other in the early stage of the mixing, a sign of
successfully reproducing the effects caused by convection, and begin to diverge after around
200ms. The later discrepancy is likely caused by additional mixing along the depth of the
channel (z-direction). By means of three-dimensional Astigmatic Particle Tracking Velocime-
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Figure 3.7: Semi-log plot for the normalized mix-norms of experiment, simulation and sim-
ulation with the mixed core, for mixing with streaming only. The mixed core data was
provided by my colleague Bhargav V. Rallabandi.
try [40, 41], it has been shown that particles move not only in the x-y plane, but also along
the z-direction (although generally with magnitudes smaller than the two-dimensional mo-
tion) [42]. The z-direction component enhances mixing efficiency further, an effect that fails
to be captured by our two-dimensional simulation but is clearly visible in the experiment.
Figure 3.8 illustrates why the mix-norm of the simulation does not follow the experimental
Figure 3.8: Mixing simulation at t = 400ms, the yellow rectangle represents an unmixed
core
value after 200ms. Even though the two-dimensional bubble streaming can effectively stretch
and fold the interface and create thin striation thicknesses at the beginning, after some time
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the interface would be aligned with the direction of the vortical flow and would then leave
a vortex core unmixed, as highlighted by the yellow rectangular frame. In the experiment,
however, the z-direction mixing would become significant and keep reducing the mix-norm.
The discrete data points shown in figure 3.7 can be used to illustrate this statement. These
points are generated by artificially blurring the unmixed core region (the area surrounded
by the yellow rectangle in figure 3.8), and we can see that the extra mixing indeed reduces
the mix-norm further and gives a better fit to the experimental data after around 200ms.
To briefly conclude, our passive scalar simulation can produce accurate results when the
mixing is dominated by two-dimensional bubble streaming, but it will fail at later stages
when mixing along z-direction becomes significant. However, the simulation can still be use-
ful for our mixing applications for the following two reasons: firstly, the experiment shows
that up to around 350ms, the mixing is exponentially efficient with respect to reducing the
mix-norm, and becomes less efficient in the later stage, as can be seen from figure 3.7. Thus
we want to limit the residence time of a given fluid element inside the mixer to keep the
mixing efficiency at a high level. The first 200ms during which our simulation agrees with
the experiment well lies inside this time frame of effective mixing; secondly, as will be dis-
cussed later in this chapter, we are interested in mixing with throughput, in which case only
a certain duration is given for the fluid element to stay in the mixer. As long as the residence
period is not greater than the time when three-dimensional mixing becomes relevant (200ms
in the case of figure 3.7), the numerical simulation can be used to compute accurate results.
3.2.2 Mixing by continuously-driven bubble streaming and
Poiseuille flow
The above simulation of mixing with only bubble streaming is instrumental in that it show-
cases the ability of a microbubble mixer of stretching the interface and creating thin striation
structures, and it also proves the accuracy of our simulation by a direct comparison with
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the experiment. But in real applications, it is common to come across mixing tasks with
nonzero throughput, therefore we should focus on simulations of this kind hereafter. The
net throughput means any fluid elements would only have a limited residence time to be
mixed before leaving the mixer.
The simplest way of adding steady throughput in our experimental setting is by injecting
a constant flowrate into the channel using a syringe pump (for experimental details please
refer to the literature [5]). This added throughput, comparing with the streaming only case,
creates two additional difficulties to the simulation. For one, the external flow introduced
by the constant pressure is a Poiseuille flow, and our flow field needs to incorporate this
element. A direct summation of the Poiseuille flow and the asymptotic streaming solution
is not feasible as it will break the bubble boundary conditions, therefore we need to resort
to separate numerical procedures to deal with this issue. One way of doing it is to intro-
duce exponentially decaying terms near the bubble surface to counteract the normal velocity
component, and an alternative option is to reposition particles that are detected penetrating
the boundary, as detailed in subsection 3.1. These two methods both give similar results,
except for points that are closed to the bubble, as detailed in the appendix A. The other
difficulty comes from the fact that added throughput means particles will inevitably move
away from the computing domain, thus we need to keep inputting new particles into the
system so as to have a sufficient number of particles inside the region of interest to resolve
the concentration field by triangular interpolation. This is done by choosing an upstream
location that is far away from the bubble, usually more than ten times of the bubble radius,
so that the initial configuration remains nearly the same there. New particles are released
at this location continuously and old particles that are leaving the domain would cease to be
tracked. By doing so the total number of particles being tracked remains roughly the same
for every time step, which not only keeps enough resolution to reconstruct the concentration
field inside the computing grid but also makes the computing time reasonable.
The simulation of this mixing scheme is displayed in figure 3.9. The magnitude of the
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added Poiseuille flow compared with the bubble streaming is characterized by the dimension-
less ratio s ≡ up/us, where up denotes the mean Poiseuille speed and us is the representative
speed of streaming flow (us = 
2aω). We adopt realistic values from experiment, setting
s = 0.03 in the simulation, also the driving frequency f = 27kHz. As has been seen in the
(a) t = 0
(b) t = 50ms
(c) t = 100ms
(d) t = 500ms
Figure 3.9: Simulation with continuously-driven bubble streaming and Poiseuille flow, with
s = 0.03 and driving frequency f = 27kHz.
bubble streaming only case, near the bubble the thin striation structures are created by the
stretching and folding of the interface. However, the banded structure simply recovers far
downstream, a fact also observed in the experiment [5]. The flow just goes past the bubble,
without any significant mixing happening under this continuously-driven strategy. This is
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because near the bubble, the well-mixed fluid cannot be transported downstream due to the
closed vortical streamlines; meanwhile, a large portion of the fluid elements that passes the
bubble remain unmixed and simply travels along the open streamlines. The ineffectivenss
of this steady scheme indicates the need of introducing unsteadiness to our mixing system,
in order to break the closed streamlines.
3.2.3 Mixing by duty cycling
The continuously-driven strategy failed to perform effective mixing, as shown by the above
simulation results. This is foreseeable as it simply creates a steady flow inside the mixer,
and steady two-dimensional flow has long been known to be inefficient for mixing [3, 29].
To improve mixing, we should therefore consider adding unsteadiness into the system. One
simple way of doing this in experiment is to switch on and off the piezo transducer periodi-
cally, so that the system blinks between Poiseuille flow only and the combination of bubble
streaming and Poiseuille flow. This method is denoted as “duty cycling”, and it creates
streamline crossings as discussed in chapter 2. The numerical implementation of this scheme
is essentially the same as the continuously-driven case, except that we need to alternate
between two different flow fields periodically.
Figure 3.10 shows the comparison between experiment and simulation of the duty cy-
clying scheme. The driving frequency of bubble streaming is 27kHz in this case. It can be
seen that the numerical simulation accurately reproduces the striation structure of the exper-
iment, at least visually. To further make quantitative comparison, we choose a downstream
region and calculate the corresponding normalized mix-norms (φ2) of both sources, and the
result is presented in figure 3.11. The simulation and experiment are indeed in good agree-
ment with each other, as confirmed by the mix-norm measure. The accurate performance of
our simulation is related to the residence time. In the case shown here, a = 40µm,  = 0.08,
f = 27kHz and s = 0.03, as a result, the mean Poiseuille speed up = 2pifsa
2 ≈ 1.3mm/s,
and therefore without bubble streaming, it only takes the Poiseuille flow 2a/up ≈ 60ms to
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 40ms
(c) t = 80ms (d) t = 120ms
(e) t = 500ms
Figure 3.10: Experiment and simulation of duty cycling, with f = 27kHz and s = 0.03, the
yellow rectangle marks downstream location where we measure the mix-norm.
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transport the fluid across a distance corresponding to the bubble diameter, a residence time
that is much smaller than the critical value 200ms observed in figure 3.7. This corroborates
our previous claim that the simulation can reproduce the experimental data for applications
with residence durations which do not surpass the time when three-dimensional mixing be-
comes significant.
Unlike the continuously-driven strategy, this duty cycling scheme is able to create thin-
Figure 3.11: Mix-norm comparison between simulation and experiment, with τB = 50ms [6].
ner striation thickness downstream, and the reduction of φ2 data as displayed in figure 3.11
also indicates effective mixing resulted from this method. One interesting observation from
figure 3.11 is that the mix-norm decreases more and more slowly with time. And as shown
in figure 3.12 for cases τB = 30ms and 50ms (it should be noted that this figure shows
the mix-norm Φ2(c − c) instead of the normalized φ2(c − c)), the simulation will gradually
become periodic and fluctuate around a constant value within a narrow range (as indicated
by the two red lines in figure 3.12, a similar trend can also be observed in the experiment.
Therefore we can regard this constant mean (denoted as φ2∞) as the final output of the duty
cycling mixing scheme, and can be used to optimize the design of the mixing scheme.
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(a) τB = 30ms (b) τB = 70ms
Figure 3.12: Φ2 data from simulations for cases τB = 30ms and 50ms, the red line in each
subplot indicates the value Φ2∞.
One parameter of the duty cycling scheme that can be optimized to produce the smallest
final value is the cycling period τB. Conceptually, if the cycling period is too small, then
the scheme would just be similar to the continuously-driven case; on the other hand, if τB
becomes too large, some fluids would simply be transported past the bubble without being
mixed by the steady streaming. Therefore we should expect the existence of an optimal value
of τB in between. We’ve run simulations for four different cycling periods and have found
that the optimal value is τB ∼ 50ms, a discovery that is also confirmed by experimental data
[5], as displayed in figure 3.13.
3.3 Summary of current chapter
We developed a passive scalar simulation for our microbubble mixer in this chapter. Be-
sides incorporating convection, we also introduced diffusion, velocity variation along the
z-direction and optical effect into the simulation in order to allow direct comparisons with
experimental data. Three different mixing scenarios were then explored by the simulation.
The first case, mixing with bubble streaming only, was mainly used to validate our numerical
method. The comparison showed that in an early stage, when the mixing is dominated by
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Figure 3.13: Mix-norm given by different τB in both simulation and experiment.
two-dimensional bubble streaming, our simulation agreed with the experiment closely, an en-
couraging result as most of our mixing applications have residence times within that period.
After verifying the accuracy of our numerical simulation, we then turned to study mixing
with net throughput. The second case, mixing by the combination of steady Poiseuille flow
and continuously-driven streaming, produced ineffective mixing both shown by simulation
and experiment, as the scheme only created a steady flow field and the well-mixed fluids
cannot be transported downstream due to the closed streamlines. The last case simulated,
mixing with duty cycling, obtained good mixing efficiency by periodically switching on/off
the bubble streaming. The numerical simulation gave consistent and closely matched re-
sults with the experiment, and both found the same optimal blinking period for the given
magnitudes of streaming and Poiseuille flow. It should also be remarked that an even more
effective scheme, the frequency modulation discussed in chapter 2 has already been tried in
experiment. Instead of turning the bubble streaming on and off, the switching between two
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different driving frequencies gives a better mixing efficiency. The simulation of this scheme,
although not included in this thesis, is analogous to the duty cycling case.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Outlook
In this text, we have studied numerically the mixing efficiency of our microbubble mixer, a
MEMS device which is capable of producing streaming flows by the means of microbubble
oscillation. As the micromixer has already been fabricated and its performance in mixing
applications has been measured experimentally, there are mainly two goals of this numerical
work: the first is to verify if the system is indeed effective for mixing from the perspective
of a dynamical system; and the second is to build simulations that are in good agreement
with the experimental data for further optimization of the micromixer design.
We introduced the experimental setting of our micromixer and laid out a theoretical
framework for deriving an asymptotic solution to the bubble streaming flow, in the first
part of the work. This semi-analytical expression of the streaming would be used later in
subsequent numerical studies.
In the second part, we turned our attentionn to characterize the mixing efficiency of our
micromixer in general terms. This was done by recognizing that the flow field inside our
mixer is a Hamiltonian system and could thus be studied by dynamical theory. Following this
lead, we computed the Poincare´ section and Finite-time Lyapunov exponent of our blinking
system and showed both visually and quantitatively the existence of a chaotic-like region
inside the mixer. A scaling argument was proposed to explain the relationship between the
size of the chaotic-like region and the blinking period, and has shown to fit the numerical
results closely.
After proving that our micromixer could indeed produce effective mixing, the last part
of the work then focused on developing passive scalar simulations that can reproduce the
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experiments in good accuracy. A general account of the simulation’s implementation was
given, followed by numerical explorations of three different mixing scenarios: (i) mixing with
bubble streaming only, (ii) mixing with continuously-driven streaming and Poiseuille flow
and (iii) mixing by duty cycling. All three simulations were in good agreement with the
experiments, and the duty cycling was shown to be the most efficient among the three.
There are still some aspects of the simulation that can be further improved in the future.
Firstly, more refined methods should be applied on simulating diffusion, instead of the cur-
rent homogeneous random walk version, due to the existence of boundaries. Secondly, the
numerical scheme should be parallelized as the current simulation can be expensive com-
putationally, especially for the cases with throughput. Currently running the duty cycling
simulation for 600ms (with a time step 0.02ms) on a dual-core PC at 1.7GHz and 5.87 GB
RAM, with a 20a by 5a computing domain and a total of 2000 times 500 particles, requires
about three hours to complete. Parallelization is straightfoward for the particle tracking and
can significantly reduce the CPU time. Lastly, resolutions in regions with high shear rates
should be increased by adding more particles for tracking, so as to capture accurately the
stretching and folding of the flow.
More designs and applications of the microbubble mixer can be explored by our numeri-
cal simulation in the future. The set-up of multiple bubbles in series, which has already been
shown effective for mixing in the experiment [5], can be simulated using the passive scalar
scheme described in chapter 3 with minimal modification. The numerical method is also
applicable to the implementation of three-dimensional mixing caused by bubbles located at
the side wall and the top wall of the channel successively. As we develop more and more
sophisticated set-ups, these methods will continue to be beneficial in quantifying the mixing.
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Appendix A
Discussion of algorithms for avoiding
particles penetrating the bubble
boundary
As mentioned in chapter 3, when simulating cases with net throughput, the simple summa-
tion of steady streaming (ψl) and the Poiseuille flow (ψp),
ψsum = ψl + ψp,
will produce a velocity field that leads to particles penetrating the bubble surface, an un-
physical behaviour that should be avoided by adopting numerical corrections. Two methods
are tested here to see if different schemes implemented near the bubble boundary will have
global effects on the simulation. The first method is simply to reposition particles once they
hit the bubble surface. And the second method uses a new streamfunction ψnew to replace
ψsum,
ψnew = (1− e−α(r−1))ψsum,
here α is the decaying length of the velocity near the bubble surface. ψnew has the feature
that when α is large, it remains roughly the same in regions far away from the bubble, but
exponentially decays to zero when approaching the boundary (r = 1). The drawback of this
method is that the new streamfunction ψnew is no longer a valid asymptotic solution of the
flow field, so even if it can preserve the right boundary conditions, the resultant flow field
may be unphysical. We should be aware of the extra effects caused by this altered flow field,
in the context of mixing.
Figure A.1 shows the simulations of the duty cycling scheme with τB = 50ms and the
driving frequency 27kHz, using these two different methods to avoid particles hitting the
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(a) first scheme, with φ2∞ = 0.158
(b) second scheme (α = 200), with φ2∞ = 0.159
(c) second scheme (α = 20, with φ2∞ = 0.167)
Figure A.1: Simulations with different boundary artifacts
bubble. From the listed values of φ2∞, it can be seen that when the value of α is larger
than the order of 102, the difference between these two artifacts is localized and restricted
near the bubble surface, and the simulations are basically indistinguishable with respect to
mixing applications (as can be seen from the three corresponding φ2∞ values). Only when
α gets relatively small will the discrepancy between the two become discernable (this can
be rationalized as the value of δ in our microbubble mixer is of order 10−2, therefore if the
unphysical velocity field is localized inside a layer smaller than δ, then ψnew should only have
limited effects on the whole system). In sum, when α is chosen to be a reasonable value
(∼ O(102)), both methods display similar influences on the simulation. We can also be
confident that both dealings are robust and will only have limited effects on the simulation
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of the whole computing domain.
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